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Abstract
Due to advances in MEMS fabrication, Lab-on-Chip (LoC) technology gained
great progress. LoC refers to small chips that might do similar works to equipped
laboratory. Miniaturization of laboratory platform results in low area, low sample-
consumption and less measurement time. Hence, LoC with IC integration finds
numerous implementations in biomedical applications. Electrochemical biosensors
are preferred for LoC applications because electrochemical biosensors can be easily
integrated into IC designs due to electrode-based transducing. Capacitive biosensors
are distinctive in electrochemical biosensors because of their reliability and sensitiv-
ity advantages. Therefore Interdigitated electrode (IDE) capacitor based biosensor
system is preferred for development of biosensor platform.
In this thesis, capacitive biosensor system with new Capacitance to Voltage Con-
verter(CVC) designs for LoC applications is presented. Multiple IDE capacitor
sensing and varactor-based compensation are new ideas that are presented in this
thesis. Proposed system consists of five blocks; IDE Capacitor based tranducer,
CVC, Low-Pass Filter, Linear LC-Tank Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) and
Class-E Power Amplifier (PA). System building blocks are designed and fabricated
using IHP’s 0.25 µm SiGe BiCMOS process because of its advantage at high fre-
quency and post-process that IHP offers. Varactor tunable CVC design provides
highly linear relationship between output voltage and capacitance change in sensing
capacitor. Varactor is used in reference capacitor to compensate changes in sensing
capacitor. Total chip area is 0.4 mm2 including pads. 10 MHz operating frequency
is achieved. Total power consumption changes between 441 µW and 1,037 mW
depending on the sensor capacitance.
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Anahtar Kelimeler: Yonga-u¨zeri-Lab, Kapasitif Biyosenso¨r, Kapasitans-Gerilim
Do¨nu¨s¸tu¨ru¨cu¨, IDE Kapasito¨rler, Tu¨mles¸ik Devreye Entegre Edilmis¸ Senso¨r
O¨zet
MEMS u¨retimindeki ilerlemelerle, Yonga-u¨zerine-Lab (LoC) teknolojisinde o¨nemli
gelis¸meler yas¸anmıs¸tır. LoC; ku¨c¸u¨k bir yonga, bir laboratuar ile aynı is¸levi yapabile-
cek olanag˘a sahip olması anlamına gelmektedir. Alan, numune ve zaman kazancı
sag˘lamasından dolayı LoC teknolojisi biyolojik uygulamalarda o¨nemli bir etkiye
sahiptir. Bundan dolayı, tu¨mles¸ik devreye entegre edilmis¸ LoC teknolojisi, biy-
omedikal uygulamalarda c¸ok fazla kullanılmaktadır. Elektrokimyasal biyosenso¨rler,
elektrod bazlı do¨nu¨s¸tu¨rme yapmalarından dolayı IC entegrasyonu bakımından o¨ne
c¸ıkmaktadır. Kapasitif biyosenso¨rler de gu¨venilirlik ve hassaslık avantajlarından
dolayı, elektrokimyasal biyosenso¨rler ic¸erisinde en go¨ze c¸arpan tekniktir. Bundan
dolayı ic¸ic¸e gec¸mis¸ elektrod (IDE) kapasito¨r bazlı kapasitif biyonsenso¨r sistemi tasar-
lanmıs¸tır.
Bu tezde, LoC uygulamalarında kullanılmaya yo¨nelik yeni kapasitans-gerilim
do¨nu¨s¸tu¨ru¨cu¨ tasarımlarını ic¸eren kapasitif biyosensor sistemi sunulmaktadır. Bir-
den fazla IDE kapasito¨r o¨lc¸u¨mu¨ ve varakto¨r bazlı kompansasyon teknig˘i, bu tezde
sunulan yeni du¨s¸u¨ncelerdir. O¨nerilen sistem 5 bloktan olus¸maktadır: IDE kapasito¨r
bazlı do¨nu¨s¸tu¨ru¨cu¨, Kapasitans-Gerilim Do¨nu¨s¸tu¨ru¨cu¨ (CVC), Alc¸ak Gec¸itli Su¨zgec¸,
Dog˘rusal LC-Tank Gerilim Kontrollu¨ Salıngac¸ (VCO) ve Class-E Gu¨c¸ Yu¨kselticisi
(PA). Bu tezin ana konusu olmasından dolayı Varactor ile ayarlanabilen CVC tasarımı
analiz edilecek ve tartıs¸ılacaktır. Sistem blokları IHP firmasının 0.25 µm SiGe BiC-
MOS prosesi kullanılarak tasarlanmıs¸ ve u¨retilmis¸tir. Bu teknolojinin kullanılmasındaki
ana neden, yu¨ksek c¸alıs¸ma frekansına olanak sag˘laması ve u¨retim-sonrası proses-
leri sag˘layabiliyor olmalarıdır. Varakto¨r ile ayarlanabilen CVC tasarımı ile c¸ıkıs¸
sinyali ve duyar kapasito¨ru¨ndeki deg˘is¸im arasında yu¨ksek dog˘rusallıkta bir ilis¸ki
elde edilmis¸tir. Bu blokta varakto¨r elemanı, referans kapasito¨ru¨nu¨n yerine, duyar
kapasito¨ru¨ndeki deg˘is¸imleri kalibre edebilmek ic¸in kullanılmıs¸tır. Yonganın toplam
alanı is 0.4 mm2’dir. 10 MHz c¸alıs¸ma frekansına ulas¸ılmıs¸tır. Duyar kapasito¨ru¨ne
bag˘lı olarak toplam gu¨c¸ tu¨ketimi 441 µW ile 1,037 mW arasında deg˘is¸mektedir.
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1 Introduction
This thesis presents Interdigitated Electrode (IDE) based integrated circuit (IC)
in the form of capacitance to voltage converter (CVC) along with wireless signal
transfer. Sensor platform will be initially measured for C-Reactive Protein (CRP)
biomarker detection to diagnose cancer. Proposed biosensor system has flexibility to
be extended to detection of various biomarkers that are specific to different diseases.
Biosensor is a device that is specific to biological particles and detects the exis-
tence of biological materials. Starting from 1900s, harmful conditions for human life
has been detected by biosensor devices / tools. These developments started with
using canaries in coal mines to detect the existance of carbon monoxide [1]. This
basic solution has been extended to more technical solutions and different applica-
tion areas in time. One of these extended application areas has been early diagnosis
and detection of diseases to increase the health conditions of human. Most com-
monly researched diseases are diabetes that has been crucial disease for more than
2-3 decades and cardiovascular diseases(CVD) that is a threat for human health in
recent years.
In biosensor world, most popular research area has been detecting the glucose
concentration in human blood [2, 3]. There have been successful studies concern-
ing blood-glucose measurement and development of commercially available devices
named as glucose-meter [4]. These successful results triggered other studies and
biosensor researches have been extended to much wider fields.
Biosensors are used for detection and diagnosis of diseases specifically CVD since
early detection covers important part of human health care systems. With early
diagnosis, many lives can be saved. Most commonly used technique to detect the
disease is capturing the biomarker that is specific to particular disease. For instance
CVDs that has been the most fatal diseases for humanity can be detected by a
biomarker. As World Health Organization (WHO) 2011 statistics show, CVDs are
the number one cause of death globally. In 2004 17.1 million people that corresponds
to %29 of global deaths resulted from CVDs and it is expected to rise to 23.6 million
by 2030 [5]. CVDs have different biomarkers for different stages but most commonly
used one is CRP that has been used for detection of CVDs at acute stage [6]. In
order to detect the level of CRP in patient’s blood, bioreceptor that is specific to
1
Figure 1: Proposed biosensor system diagram
CRP is used [7]. This bioreceptor can be aptamer, antibody or other protein-based
detection materials depending on the sensor specifications.
As block diagram in Figure 1 indicates, biosensor system consists of IDE capac-
itor, CVC, Low-Pass Filter, VCO and PA blocks. CRP biomarker that is specific to
cancer will be immobilized on IDE capacitors and biological change will be observed
after addition of antigen. This change is converted to electrical signal via CVC block
and signal will be transmitted to host device by transmitter block.
1.1 Biosensor Basics
Biosensors have significant effect on detection and diagnosis of diseases. Cur-
rently, clinical diagnosis is provided by centralized laboratories. These laboratories
are costly and time-consuming since tests take long time and measurement tools are
very expensive. Recently, emerging of Lab-on-Chip(LoC) technology will be possi-
ble solution for this problem [8]. With these new technologies better performance
in terms of sample & time consumption and cost will be acquired. Performance
of biosensor can be questioned considering numerous specifications. Some of these
specifications can be listed as follows;
• Sensitivity: Sensitivity is defined as the change in output signal with respect
to change in the amount of biological sample. Sensitivity is often expressed
as output signal per physical or chemical change. Basically the sensor and
bio-sample interface has great impact on the sensitivity of the system.
• Selectivity: Each biosensor has a specific target material. In addition to
2
these particles, there are some unwanted particle in bio-sample. Selectivity
is a parameter that is the ability of biosensor to distinguish the difference
between target and unwanted particles. Selectivity of biosensor is determined
by surface activation or enzyme selection.
• Resolution: Resolution is minimum detectable change in sample (i.e. mass).
System noise has a great impact on resolution of the biosensor system. Mini-
mum detectable signal level is determined by noise level. (Signal-to-noise ratio
should be greater than 1).
• Response Time: Time that is necessary to have 95% of result. This will
determine which data is correct and which data is not. If response time is too
high, initial response will not be considered. Also low response time is desired
to observe the instantaneous changes.
• Accuracy: For testing the accuracy of system, produced platform will be
compared to a reliable product.
• Life-Time: Biosensor systems will not give reliable results forever. After
numbers of cycles, the reliability of the system will be suffered. Additionally,
if biosensor is used for in-vivo applications, life-time specification will get more
importance.
• Dynamic Range: Measurement range that biosensor system covers. This
parameter will give the possible smallest and largest concentrations that can
be measured with target biosensor system.
• Ease of Usage: User-friendly-interface is a desired property of biosensor
systems. In commercial applications, ease of usage has a great impact on
success of biosensor. Because the users will not have same background as the
designer and user may not be even an engineer.
• Ease of Calibration: For the first measurement and further measurements,
the system should be calibrated. For instance, there will be bio-sample depo-
sition even if surface cleaning processes are applied, effects of these remaining
particles has to be neglected. Therefore there should be a calibration mecha-
nism if one biosensor will be used multiple-measurements [9, 10].
3
Figure 2: Working Flow of Biosensors
As shown in Figure 2, all biosensors have specific sensing mechanisms that are
composed of multiple steps. Initially there will be complex matrix that is composed
of different analytes. These analytes are not same, desired analytes should be se-
lected from this complex matrix by bioreceptor. During this process, analyte will
bind to probes that are specific to desired analyte and eliminate unwanted particles.
As a result of this binding process, physiochemical signal is generated. With the
help of transducer element, obtained physiochemical signal is transformed to elec-
trical that can be further processed. Generated electrical signal may be processed
to obtain quantitative data [11].
1.2 Types of Biosensors
Depending on the differences in working flow mechanism, which is explained in
Chapter 1.1, biosensors are divided into several groups. Receptor and transducer
based classifications can be counted as examples for different assortment techniques.
In literature, transducer type is the most commonly used biosensor classification
criteria. [12].
As explained in Section 1.1, biosensors have common process steps for sensing
the analyte. Depending on the differences on these steps, biosensors are classified
as in Figure 3. First of all classifications can be made depending on the receptor
4
Figure 3: Classification of Biosensors
type. Depending on the receptor type, biosensors are classified as biocalatytic,
biocomplexing and receptor based biosensors. Additionally, another classification is
made depending on the transducing technique. Moreover, there are three commonly
used options for transducer: electrochemical, optical and piezoelectrical transducer.
Different biosensor technologies have been researched ranging from piezoelectric
material-based biosensors to micro-cantilever biosensors. Most commonly used ones
are chemical and optical biosensors. Considerable advantage of optical biosensors or
fluorescent labeled biosensor is their ability to label target molecules. With labeling,
the target molecules can be easily detected by eye as well. For quantitative anal-
ysis, optical measurement set-up is used. The drawbacks of these optical sensing
techniques are that they require bulky and expensive equipment for sample prepa-
ration and measurement [13]. These drawbacks make them non-compatible to LoC
device for point-of-care applications. On the other hand electrochemical biosensors
can be easily integrated to IC and they can be used in LoC applications because of
electrode-based structures. Due to these reasons, electrochemical biosensors are best
choice for LoC applications. Therefore electrochemical transducer based biosensors
that can be listed as amperometric, conductometric and capacitive biosensors will
be explained briefly.
5
1.2.1 Amperometric Biosensors
Amperometric biosensors have electrode-based transducer structures. Working
principle of these designs is integrating the current that passes through one electrode.
Frequently, three electrodes are used for measurements. One of the electrodes is
working electrode (WE) that is used for measuring the current. The surface of
the WE is chemically-activated, binding process occurs at WE surface. Second
electrode is counter electrode (CE) which is used as a voltage source to the system.
Third electrode is reference electrode (RE) that enables stabilizing voltage difference
between CE and WE.
As shown in schematic of commonly used amperometric readout circuit in Figure
4, potential at RE is compared with Vsrc voltage then potential at CE is generated.
With the Vsrc voltage and feedback between CE and RE, potential difference between
Figure 4: Schematic of Commonly used Amperometric Biosensor Readout Circuit
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Figure 5: Amperometric Sensor Platform with 4 Working Electrodes
CE and WE can be kept constant. The voltage at WE will be ground because non-
inverting input of OP1 is grounded. Generated current is integrated through Cint
capacitor and integrating is controlled with Phiint. Resulting from this integration,
different voltage levels can be obtained at the output depending on the amount of
binding on WE that is determined by the concentration of target solution [14].
Amperometric biosensors can be integrated into IC designs and used as a sensor
array. One of the recent researches that was done by Michigan State University, [15]
three electrode sensing system has been utilized and there are 4 working electrodes.
Additionally, amperometric biosensor was integrated into standard IC process with
additional post-process steps. Design of electrodes that forms transducer block is
shown in Figure 5.
1.2.2 Conductometric Biosensors
Conductometric biosensors use electrode based measurement structures as am-
perometric biosensors. As a result of enzymatic reactions, changes occur in con-
ductance of intermediate medium. This conductance change will be measured by
conductometric biosensors [16, 17].
Compared to amperometric biosensors, conductometric biosensors do not require
third electrode as in amperometric biosensors. As explained in chapter 1.2.1 ,for
proper operation of amperometric biosensor WE, RE and CE are required whereas
in conductometric biosensors two electrodes will be enough for measurement [18].
Since conductometric biosensors use enzymes for selecting target particles, con-
sumption of target materials occurs [19].
7
1.2.3 Capacitive Biosensors
Capacitive sensors have high application areas ranging from cars’ engine to
smart-phones. In cars, engine oils become unusable after a while because of the
mixture of acid and water therefore the oil should be changed periodically. Coil-
type capacitive sensors used in cars to decide when oil should be changed [20]. On
the other hand, capacitive sensors are used in today’s smart phones to sense where
user touches. Apart from these usage, capacitive sensors find numerous usage in
biosensor technology as a result of existence and improvements in MEMS technol-
ogy. Owing to micro and nano-size target bio-particles, miniaturization in sensor
platforms has taken attention of researchers in capacitive biosensors. Capacitive
biosensors are chosen in researches because of their advantages such as reliability
and sensitivity over conventional techniques. As stated in [21], capacitive biosensors
are ultrasensitive compared to other sensor technologies because of their ability to
sense a few electrons.
Capacitive biosensors have advantages over other designs in different ways. For
instance, there are products that enable continuous blood glucose monitoring use ca-
pacitive transducer based biosensor technique. These devices continuously measures
the glucose concentration in blood. Even though they are very common, there are
some problematic issues with these devices, such as damages on electrodes because
of continuous usage. Also the technique used in these systems consumes glucose
therefore after a while glucose concentration may change the equilibrium glucose
concentration. Additionally, the glucose consumption is diffusion limited, any prob-
lem in diffusion may cause fluctuations in glucose concentration. Hence reliability of
these devices may be questioned after using some time. Therefore they have to be
recalibrated after some pre-determined period [9, 10]. To solve these problems, new
techniques that do not consume glucose are utilized. Capacitive biosensors do not
affect the glucose in human body, therefore they will not harm human body. With
improvements in MEMS technology researches on capacitive biosensors increased
rapidly for continuous glucose detection [22].
In addition to reliability advantage of capacitive biosensors, these biosensors
provide high sensitivity. Even small change of biological change can be detected by
biosensor. In one of the recent researches that was done by University of Bologna,
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IC-integrated capacitive biosensor was developed. In that study, sub-fF capacitance
change was successfully measured [23]. This work and similar works show that, high
sensitivity can be obtained from capacitive biosensors.
Electrochemical biosensors can be integrated into IC technology easily compared
to other biosensor technologies. Amperometric, conductometric and capacitive
biosensors are leading electrochemical sensors. Capacitive biosensors are promi-
nent technology compared to other electrochemical sensing techniques because of
sensitivity and reliability advantages. Due to these advantages, capacitive biosensor
technology has been chosen as a transducer technique for proposed system.
1.3 IC integrated Biosensor Designs
With the developments in fabrication technology, biosensor systems have been
integrated into IC designs. Jang discussed the biosensor integration into CMOS
process in his study. He states that advantages of CMOS over other processes such
as MEMS are unmatched yield, cost-efficiency and integration capabilities of CMOS
process. Also CMOS is commonly used and it is flexible in term of designing. Trans-
duced biological signal can be easily processed by CMOS design [24]. CMOS design
does not differ too much from other IC designs in terms of process flow. Therefore
these advantages can be generalized for IC technologies such as SiGe BiCMOS pro-
cess (except from cost-efficiency). Electrochemical biosensors require electrodes for
transducing biological signal for electrochemical sensing. As explained in chapter
1.2, amperometric biosensors use three electrodes for measurement whereas capaci-
tive and conductometric biosensors require two electrodes for sensing. As Figure 6
shows, sensing electrodes can be on-chip or bonded to readout chip.
(a) (b)
Figure 6: a) On-chip b) Bonded biosensor transducer and IC readout circuit con-
nections
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1.3.1 Bonded Biosensors
CMOS process has great advantage in integrating biosensor transducer with
readout circuit but it has limitations in terms of available metal materials. Most
commonly-used metals are Aluminum and Copper in standard IC process. Changing
this materials or adding other materials are not desirable options for IC foundries.
First of all changing metal layer will be costly, full process flow should be rebuilt and
design parameters should be recalculated. Additionally, adding new metal material
to standard process will result in contamination in devices. Hence each metal pro-
cess should have dedicated devices for fabrication. Furthermore aluminum is cheap
metal compared to Gold and other metals. Changing metal will cause high metal
cost. Aluminum may not be best metal for biomedical applications because of its
metallic nature. Therefore it is better to use gold, platinum, titanium or Ag/AgCl
electrodes for biosensor applications because of their bio-compatibility [24]. There-
fore it requires post-processing steps to form electrodes on top of IC chip.
Figure 7: Schematic of developing electrodes on IC chip
These types of biosensors require post-processes or bonding for IC connection
[25, 26, 27]. Chips are fabricated using standard CMOS process and electrodes are
bonded through pads on chip. As Figure 7 shows, electrodes are formed on IC chip
and there are openings for biosample. Also these kind of designs are advantageous
for microfluidics formation since electrodes and microfluidics can be fabricated in
parallel and using same fabrication process. There is no need to try to design
microfluidics that is compatible to IC chip.
1.3.2 On-Chip Biosensors
The main difference between bonded biosensors and on-chip biosensors is options
in metal materials that can be used [28]. As mentioned, bonded biosensors can use
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additional metal apart from aluminum or copper that are used for forming top-metal
of CMOS process. On the other hand, on-chip biosensors use top-metal of standard
CMOS process. Integration of transducer and readout chip on same platform will
reduce the noise which will increase the sensitivity of platform. If IC is used for
a system, best way is to integrate whole system on same chip for noise reduction.
This will increase the resolution of the system. Secondly, bonding transducer on IC
chip requires extra processing steps. There should be expensive devices to pattern
required metal layers.
Therefore there is a trade-off between bonding transducer on IC chip and on-
chip system. Either much more importance will be given to bio-compatibility or
higher resolution will be achieved with less expense. In Sabanci University’s clean-
room, minimum size that can be patterned is 20 µm which will not be good enough
for bonding biosensor design. Additionally, cost will be high if foundry or other
companies are paid to do post-process (gold-electrodes) for us. Therefore On-Chip
biosensor development is best option for our biosensor system because of its low-
noise and low-cost advantages.
1.4 Biosensor Readout Circuit
Capacitance of a design can be extracted with numerous techniques. Most basic
techniques are based on utilizing measurement devices such as impedance analyzer,
RLC-meter and network analyzer for capacitance analysis. Measurement principle
of these devices are based on applying AC signal with pre-determined frequency
and analyzing impedance data that results from applied AC signal. Additionally
capacitance can be extracted using network-analyzer through s-parameter analysis.
In previous researches and for current researches that are done by Sabanci University
Biosensor Research Group, these device based capacitance extraction methodologies
have been utilized. Apart from these, IC-based readout circuits are studied by
researchers to ensure Lab-on-Chip principle. Capacitance-to-pulse converter and
capacitance-to-voltage converter are known topologies for analyzing capacitances
and further processing of capacitance data.
One of these techniques is capacitance to pulse width converter (CPWC). In some
researches that apply CPWC for capacitance sensing, Schmitt Trigger is used. As
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Figure 8: Schematic of Capacitance to Pulse Width converter design for capacitive
sensing applications
block diagram in Figure 8 shows, this circuit also requires time-to-digital converter
for further signal processing. Differential measurements are done in this technique.
Capacitors are charged with current supplied from current source. This charge
integration causes a linear increase of the potential on capacitor. This node is
connected to input of the Schmitt Trigger. As voltage on capacitor increases up
to upper-trigger-point, output of Schmitt Trigger will be high. With a feedback
mechanism, when output is high, current source is blocked. Therefore capacitor
will be discharged until voltage on capacitor decreases to lower-trigger-point. As a
result of having differential measurement, there will be time difference between two
output voltages. This difference is analyzed with gate-based circuit and digitized
output signal is obtained [29]. Main problem of this design is mismatch problem.
Mismatch between Schmitt Triggers may cause high variations at the output which
decreases the sensitivity of sensor. If high sensitivity is desired, other options should
be considered. As measurement results of this design show, 0.2 pF sensitivity was
obtained from 3 pF capacitor. Sensitivity of these converter circuit is lower even
though power consumption is apparently lower than other techniques [30] .
Second technique that is used for capacitance readout circuits is capacitance-to-
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voltage converter. Different topologies have been implemented to read capacitance
change as voltage change. There are some techniques that utilizes operational am-
plifiers as readout block [31, 32]. Apart from Op-Amp based CVC designs, there
are some designs that utilize CMOS switches for capacitive reading. These designs
are also known as Charge-based Capacitive Measurement Circuit (CBCM). This
capacitance reading circuit can provide high resolution. Starting point for CBCM
design is given in Figure 9 where current difference is measured using DC current
meter. Main aim of that design was to extract the interconnect capacitance using
CBCM design topology [33].
(a) (b)
Figure 9: a) Schematic of CBCM that was designed by Chen b) Applied signals to
designed CBCM
This design has been improved to be used in capacitive sensor application rather
than interconnect capacitances. As schematic draw in Figure 10 shows, single-end
CBCM design [34] was developed for capacitive sensor applications. Current on
sensing capacitor will be integrated via Cint and output voltage will be generated.
Table 1: Comparison of Capacitive Biosensor Readout Circuits
Conv. Capacitance Sensitivity Area Power Cons. Technology
Type Range mm2 mW
[29] CPWC - 0.2pF/g 7.84 0.47 0.35µm
[30] CPWC 16-256fF 16fF 0.53 0.084 0.32µm
[35] CVC 0.1-1.64 pF 20 fF - 0.939 0.13µm
120-380 pF 10 pF
[36] CVC - 10 pF 1 0.7 0.18µm
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Figure 10: Modified CBCM Schematic Design
1.5 Transmitter Design
Transmitter block is used to send signal via wireless transmission to stable devices
for further signal processing. To transmit signal, VCO and PA combinations can
be used. In this project important concerns are linearity of response and low power
consumption. For these purposes, VCO and PA literature review is given below.
1.5.1 Voltage Controlled Oscillator Design
Main concern of VCO design in proposed system is linearity. Linearity is defined
as relationship between frequency of output signal and voltage that is applied to
varactor. Linearity of this design will enable us to analyze frequency data that is
obtained. For this aim LC-tank VCO is chosen as VCO topology and linearization
techniques are applied.
VCO is a design that provides sinusoidal signal at a certain frequency. Active
devices are used in oscillator designs because of lower cost and minimized noise.
There are two types of VCO designs, waveform and resonant VCOs. Ring oscillator
and relaxation oscillators are waveform VCOs [37, 38]. Since relaxation oscillators
have bad phase noise behavior, they are not commonly used. On the other hand,
crystal and LC tank oscillators are resonant VCOs. Even though Ring oscillators
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(a) (b)
Figure 11: a) Varactor Tank for Linearization b) Bias Circuit for Varactor Tank
are easier to integrate into VLSI designs, LC tank VCO is chosen for our design.
Because LC tank VCO has better noise performance compared to ring oscillator.
f =
1
2pi
√
LC
(1)
In order to analyze the transmitted data easily, linearity of VCO is main concern
for this project. Oscillation frequency of LC tank VCO is determined by varactor
and inductors that are used in LC-tank. Frequency tuning is done by tuning var-
actor control voltage. In Equation 1, the oscillation frequency of LC-tank VCO is
inversely related to square root of varactor capacitance. Therefore improvements
should be applied to LC-tank for obtaning linear frequency response with respect to
corresponding tuning voltage change. Commonly applied linearization techniques
use varactor bank which includes varactors with different bias voltages as in Figure
11 for forming LC-tank [39].
1.5.2 Power Amplifier Design
Another block for transmitter stage is PA that is used to amplify the signal which
VCO generates. According to specifications and priorities, different PA classes are
used in designs. Conventional PAs have schematic design as in Figure 12 that in-
cludes matching circuits and transistor. There are different classes of PAs depending
on gate biasing of transistors. Figure 13 indicates PA classes via ID vs. VGS graph.
In this design, main concern is efficiency because battery will be used as voltage
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Figure 12: Schematic of Power Amplifier Designs
supply.
Power amplifier classes and their significant properties are listed below:
• Class-A PA: Phase difference between current and voltage is 180o therefore
power consumption is higher compared to other classes. This results in lowest
efficiency. Efficiency of Class-A PA is lower than 50%. This class amplifiers
are chosen for high output power designs.
Figure 13: Power Amplifier Classes depending on gate biasing
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• Class-B PA:Power Amplifier will not be always active in these PA classes.
In half of the cycle, power amplifier will be active. This decreases the linear-
ity of amplifier whereas efficiency will be increased compared to Class-A PA.
Maximum achievable efficiency is 87.5% for these class of amplifiers.
• Class-AB PA: This amplifier class is combination of Class-A and Class-B.
Power Amplifier is open between 50% and 100% of the cycle. Efficiency will
be between Class-A and Class-B. This class is chosen when high output power
and high efficiency is desired. Output power will not be as high as Class-A
and efficiency will not be as good as Class-B.
• Class-C PA: Class-C PAs will be open for a small portion of period. Efficiency
can approach 100% and output power is smaller compared to ClassA,B and
AB.
• Class-D PA:Class-D and Class-E are switching PAs. They will have two
operation modes either no voltage across the transistor or no current over
transistor. In class D PA, current is sinusoidal and voltage is square shaped.
• Class-E PA: Difference of Clas-E PA from Class-D PA is signal shapes. In
Class-E, voltage is in sinusoidal form whereas current is in square form. Ad-
vantage of Class-E PA is easiness in designing because while designing Class-D
PA, it is assumed that output capacitance is 0.
As a result, Class-E PA was chosen for biosensor platform. Main specification of
proposed biosensor platform is low power because we are aiming at development of
hand-held device which will be supplied by batteries. Also most power-consuming
block in this system is PA [40, 41]. Therefore power consumption is main concern
and high output power is less significant specification.
1.6 Previous Completed Projects
As Sabanci University Biosensor Research Group, we have successfully completed
projects on affinity-based electrochemical capacitive biosensor development. One of
these works includes design and fabrication of stand-alone IDCs. These capaci-
tors are measured through s-parameter analysis with probe station. Another work
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is based on design of VCO that uses Interdigitated Electrode (IDE) capacitor as
varactor.
1.6.1 Stand-Alone IDE Capacitor based Projects
The starting point of the project that is discussed in this thesis is Stand-Alone
IDE capacitor based projects, because it forms a basis for further projects. De-
pending on the measurements obtained from these IDEs, new projects have been
developed. Advantage of these IDEs is less fabrication time. Since the arrival time
of IC chips is two/three months after the tape-out. Even though designed capacitors
are not IC integrated capacitors, it will be advantageous to observe the results as
soon as possible.
Designed and fabricated gold IDE capacitors that biomarkers are bound to are
indicated in Figure 14. The binding process has multiple processes. Process starts
with activation of gold IDE surface with antibody or aptamer that are specific to
aimed biomarker. Then biomarker is bound to aptamer and electrical flow starts. In
one of the recent researches, capacitive immunosensor is used for analyzing multiple
biomarker. It is commonly known that C-Reactive Protein (CRP), TNFα and IL6
Figure 14: Gold IDE capacitors and visualization of antibodies and binding of
biomarkers
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Figure 15: Measurement Results of IDE Capacitors with different biomarkers
are markers for indication of risks of CVDs [42].
The results of this project show the change of capacitance with respect to dif-
ferent biomarkers. Relative dielectric constant change results for different CVD
biomarkers are given in Figure 15. Relative dielectric constant term does not corre-
spond to electrical dielectric constant terms but biological term that has an effect
on electrical dielectric constant. As it can be observed from the results, maximum
relative dielectric constant change is obtained from CRP measurement. Standalone
IDE capacitor platform enables multiple disease detection via IDE capacitor array.
There are 8 IDE capacitors in an array that enable detection of different disease
biomarkers concurrently.
1.6.2 A New Lab-on-Chip Transmitter for the Detection of Proteins
Using RNA Aptamers
In this project, new RNA aptamer based affinity biosensor for sensing CRP was
developed. System consists of IDE Capacitor, LC-tank Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(VCO) and Power Amplifier (PA). Conventional LC-tank VCO designs use varactor
that is controlled by external voltage. Changing the tuning voltage results in shift
in output signal frequency through change in varactor capacitance. Compared to
conventional LC-Tank VCO design, IDE capacitors are used as the varactor in this
VCO. Capacitance of varactor changes with applied control voltage whereas the in
this new design capacitance changes with CRP concentration of sample that is put
on IDE capacitor. Power amplifier stage amplifies the signal that is generated by
VCO. Capacitance change gave information about the CRP concentration of sample
through frequency change. Aimed frequency band was ISM band, centered at 2.46
GHz. Schematic and layout of the design are given in Figure 16(a) and Figure
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(a) (b)
Figure 16: a) Schematic b) Layout of the VCO design that uses IDCs as varactor
16(b). The chip was fabricated using 0.25µ SiGe BiCMOS technology of IHP from
Germany.
There were some challenges in this project that resulted from integration of IDE
capacitors into IC technology. For applying voltages to chip, wirebonds were used.
Contacts of bonds on chip were broken because of the samples used in measurements.
To prevent this problem, bonds were covered with non-conductive epoxy. This
precaution improved the measurement conditions.
Binding of aptamer/antibody on metal surface requires less process and cleaning
steps. As commonly known, in standard IC process, on top of chip there is a
passivation layer that has few µm thickness. Hence, fabricated chip underwent
postprocessing steps to remove or thin passivation layer.
Measurements are done using probe station and spectrum analyzer. Phase noise
of the generated signal is between -114.3 dBc/Hz and -116.5 dBc/Hz for all measure-
ments that are given in Figure 17(b), 17(d), 17(f). Oscillation frequency changed
between 2.428 GHz and 2.469 GHz as Figure 17(a), 17(c), 17(e) shows. Capacitance
change was extracted from the frequency of signal using the formula that is relating
the capacitance change to frequency given in Equation 1 in chapter 1.5.1. It was
designed that L (inductance) value is 1.6 nH that is the value of inductor used in
design. Corresponding C (capacitance) value is sum of on-chip capacitor, parasitic
capacitance and capacitance resulting from addition of bio-sample.
As the measurement results are given in Table 2, 500pg/ml CRP solution results
in 77 fF capacitance change whereas after self-assembled monolayer (SAM) forma-
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 17: (a) Frequency Spectrum (b) Phase Noise of Blank Chip; (c) Frequency
Spectrum (d) Phase Noise after immobilization of RNA aptamer on ICD; (e) Fre-
quency Spectrum (f) Phase Noise after binding protein with using 500pg/ml CRP
solution
tion almost no capacitance change is obtained. After SAM formation, capacitance
change was not expected because this step was for surface activation without CRP
binding, no electrical effect would be observed [43].
Standalone gold-electrode capacitors and IDE capacitor based VCO designs are
motivations for this project. First step of our research was stand-alone capacitors
that will help to prove that bio-samples can be sensed using this technique. Then
IDE capacitors are integrated into VCO design to improve stand-alone capacitor
by integrating into integrated circuit (IC) design while miniaturizing the capaci-
tors. Next step is to improve the sensitivity of capacitors by designing new readout
system that will have higher dynamic range. In addition to that, decreasing sens-
Table 2: Measurement Results of VCO that uses IDCs as Varactor
Measurement Osc. Freq. Pout Phase Noise Capacitance
Condition (GHz) (dBm) (dBc / Hz) (pF)
Blank Chip 2.4648 -0.369 -114.3 2.603
After SAM 2.4613 -1.506 -113.6 2.608
After 500 pg/ml 2.4280 -1.061 -116.5 2.680
CRP Solution
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ing frequency will be another important aim because at high operating frequencies,
protein-protein reaction will be more unpredictable.
1.7 Overview of this Thesis
The thesis has already introduced the biosensor basics, common parameters for
biosensor design and IC intergrated biosensor works in literature. Additionally,
biosensor types and readout circuits are discussed. Following chapters describe the
development of biosensor plaftorm.
Chapter 2 will give information about the whole sensor system and IDE Capac-
itor & Readout Blocks. IDE Capacitors are used for capacitive transducing. IDE
capacitor geometry optimization with simulations will be analyzed in this chapter.
Also some measurement results of IDE capacitor will be given. Transduced signal
will be analyzed by Capacitance to Voltage Converter block that helps to convert
biological change that is obtained from IDE capacitor to voltage change. Three dif-
ferent CVC blocks are designed and these designs will be explained in detail. Voltage
Buffer block will be used to obtain better response since higher capacitance can be
driven. Buffer connected two-stage Op-Amp is used as buffer for driving high load
capacitance. This buffer stage will be explained in this chapter as well.
Chapter 3 will describe the simulation and measurement results of the transmit-
ter block. Main aim of this transmitter block is to send the signal generated by
readout system to host device. For transmitter stage Linear LC-tank VCO that has
linear output voltage with respect to varactor tuning voltage and Class-E Power
Amplifier are used. Linearity of VCO is important concern because of easier data-
analysis and high-efficiency is desired since proposed system will be in the form of
hand-held device.
Chapter 4 will discuss the possible improvements that can be implemented to
enhance the system. Integration of blocks and microfluidics for system are important
issues that will be discussed.
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2 Readout Circuit Blocks for IDE Capacitor
2.1 System Description
Proposed system is sub-block of a project that aims at development of a Lab-
on-Chip (LoC) platform for point-of-care applications. This platform may enable
laboratory measurements, that requires complex laboratory equipments, into non-
laboratory settings. In addition to that, LoC platforms will decrease the sample
consumption into micro-liter ranges. Signal transducing will be made through IDE
capacitors. As diagram in Figure 18 shows, main project will have two signal pro-
cessing options. Generated signal will be processed either on hand-held device or on
PC for further analysis. Two parallel signal analysis might be available in this plat-
form. First analysis will be based on on-board signal conditioning which will output
preliminary data to LCD screen. In addition to that, the signal will be transmitted
to distant device at a frequency band that cover ISM frequency band and received
signal will be evaluated. System that is explained in this thesis is signal condi-
tioning using wirelss data transmission. The system is composed of three blocks;
IDE capacitor & Readout Block, Transmitter Block and Digital Signal Processing
Unit. In proposed system, IDE capacitor & Readout Block and Transmitter Block
are integrated, wireless signal processing is used. Digital Signal Processing unit will
be developed and will be integrated into proposed system later. This work can be
considered as an improved version of BioVCO design. Advantage of this design
is operation at lower frequencies which will enable better opportunity for on-board
Figure 18: Project description that is aiming at two parallel signal processing
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signal analysis and better analysis for protein-protein reactions. Additionally for ca-
pacitance analysis it would be better to choose lower frequencies in which imaginary
part of impedance is dominated by capacitance.
The on-chip display may provide preliminary results because of source and area
limitations of hand-held device. For deeper analysis, transmitting analog signal to
PC can be used, real-time data might be obtained. Two working modes will help
user to continuously analyze the data that is obtained from biological sample.
The working principle of the platform is as follows;
• Biological sample will be dropped on IDE-based capacitor that is activated.
Target biomarkers in sample will be bound to IDE capacitor surface by biore-
ceptor that is specific to target disease. Then capacitor surface will be cleaned
and unbound samples will be removed. Amount of binding will differ depend-
ing on the biomarker concentration of sample. This biochemical process will
result in change in capacitance of IDE capacitor. Capacitance change will be
different for different concentrations.
• Then this capacitance change will be converted into square-like signal whose
upper voltage level depends on input capacitance. Duty cycle of signal is 80%
for next step.
• Generated voltage signal will pass through low-pass filter to generate a DC
signal with negligible fluctuations. High fluctuations will degrade the phase
noise of transmitter block.
• Obtained DC voltage level is proportional to input capacitance. As explained
at the beginning of this chapter, the signal will be processed with two parallel
ways. Either signal can be analyzed on-board or can be transmitted to host de-
vice for detailed analysis. This detailed analysis may include obtaining graph
that composed of real-time data or saving numerous data for comparison.
The platform will provide the detection and early diagnosis of disease. Primarily
aimed diseases are CVDs and cancer. Futhermore, system might be extended to
detection and early diagnosis of multiple diseases. Applicability for multiple diseases
may result from the flexibility of the sensing platform. Changing the receptor to new
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receptor that is specific to different biomarker will result in new biosensor platform
that can sense other diseases apart from CVD and cancer.
For designing and fabricating the system blocks, IHP 0.25 µm SiGe BiCMOS
technology is used. Main reason for utilizing SiGe BiCMOS process instead of CMOS
process is ability to integrate all blocks into single chip. SiGe process advantages at
higher frequency and system includes transmitter blocks that work between 2.29 and
2.72 GHz. In addition to that, there is a collaboration with IHP Microelectronics
related to this project. As a result of high frequency and collaboration advantages,
IHP SiGe BiCMOS process has been used. IDE capacitor & Readout Block and
Transmitter Block are designed and fabricated using this technology. Results are
given in following subtopics.
2.2 Interdigitated Electrode based Capacitors
2.2.1 Design of Interdigitated Electrode based Capacitors
For capacitive transducing, various techniques and geometries has been applied
to sense the change in target sample. Interdigitated geometry has resolution and
sensitivity advantage that results from increased surface area. As 3D visualization
of IDE capacitors is shown in Figure 19, parameters of IDE capacitors can be listed
as : Finger Thickness, Finger Length, Finger Width and Gap Between Fingers.
Figure 19: Visualization of IDE capacitors and its parameters
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IDE-based capacitor structure has advantage over other geometries. Since the
surface-to-biological material interface area is increased with this geometry assuming
there is a constant capacitor area.
Commonly known capacitance type is parallel plate capacitance that is formu-
lated as Equation 2 where ε is permittivity of dielectric between plates, A is area of
plate, d is distance between plates.
C = ε
A
d
(2)
In addition to parallel-plate capacitance, there is also a fringing capacitance
that should be considered for capacitance analysis. Effect of fringing capacitor is
analyzed by [44]. For the capacitor configuration in Figure 20, Equation 3 was given
for fringing capacitance. As this equation imply, h which is Gap Between Fingers
should be increased while keeping other parameters same.
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There are some interesting studies that uses IDE capacitors as transducing el-
ement. In one of these researches the capacitors are designed in Metal3 of 2P4M
0.35 µm CMOS process. Advantage of Metal3 is its thickness since the thickness of
(a) (b)
Figure 20: a) Two parallel plates to form capacitor b) Parallel Plate and Fringing
Capacitances between two plates
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(a) (b)
Figure 21: (a) Operation principle of Capacitive Immunosensor designed by Wang
b) Operation of immunosensor with Neurotransmitter Dopamine
the metal is 0.65 µm. As equation implies, the thickness of metal layer is inversely
proportional to the effect of fringing capacitor for constant width and length. IDE
capacitors are implemented as in Figure 21 and resolution in aF range was achieved
by [21]. This kind of capacitive biosensors are hard to implement unless there is an
agreement between fabrication company and researchers. Since it is hard to thin the
passivation layer up to Metal3 layer in 4M process. Similar collaboration is ongoing
between Sabanci University and IHP Microelectronics. Stand-alone capacitors were
designed using Metal3 of 1P5M BiCMOS process and will be produced using IHP’s
back-end process. It is expected to have much higher capacitance change from these
capacitors. In another research that uses IDE capacitors 6M process has been used
and passivation layer has been thinned to increase the sensitivity. Sub-fF resolution
has been obtained according to their results [45]. These studies motivated us to
start this project.
2.2.2 Simulation Results of Interdigitated Electrode based Capacitors
In addition to these simulations, IDE capacitors requires post-process steps to
remove or thin the passivation layer. This thinning of passivation layer is done by
IHP Microelectronics and FIB pictures of thinned structures are shown in Figure 22.
Capacitors with Integrated Circuit were fabricated using standard BiCMOS process
and post processing steps have been applied for higher sensitivity. As FIB images
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taken by IHP Microelectronics visualizes, thinning process has been successfully
done and will be improved for further fabrications.
(a) (b)
Figure 22: FIB images of IDE capacitors fabricated and thinned by IHP Mi-
croeelctronics
As explained in Chapter 2.1, IDE based capacitors are utilized as transducing
element. For optimizing the geometry parameters of IDE capacitor, 3D electromag-
netic simulations were done with 3 different tools; ADS, COMSOL and Coventorware
with structures in Figure 23(a), 23(b) and 23(c) respectively.
2.2.3 Simulations with ADS
ADS Momentum tool was used for comparing the geometries and optimizing
them. We had IHP’s process files for ADS Momentum such as metal layers, di-
electric layer parameters. Therefore it is advantageous to use IHP’s parameters for
simulation also ADS is preferred for electromagnetic analysis. For observing the
effect of change in capacitance, simulation results with different dielectric constants
has been made. Most important drawback of ADS Momentum for this analysis is
that it is being considered as a 2.5D simulator [46]. Therefore other simulation tools
were used for simulation as well.
2.2.4 Simulations with COMSOL
Another simulations were made using COMSOL Multiphysics FEM tool. Ad-
vantage of COMSOL is ability to run multiple analysis for the same structure at the
same time. For instance, mechanical and electrical analysis can be run at the same
time and interaction between these analysis can be controlled manually.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 23: Designed Geometries for Simulating IDE capacitors using a) ADS b)
COMSOL c) Coventorware Finite Element Modelling Tool
Effect of fringing capacitance was simulated by COMSOL Finite Element Mod-
elling (FEM) tool using IHP’s metal thickness and IC structures. Figure 24 shows
the utilized structure during simulations. In these simulations, medium between
fingers was used as SiO2 that has relative dielectric constant as 4.2. Free space
relative dielectric constant was simulated from 1 to 5 and Table 3 is generated from
these simulation data. Relative capacitance change with respect to εr,freespace=1 is
Figure 24: Capacitor structure that is used for simulating fringing capacitance using
COMSOL FEM tool
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also indicated in same table. In these simulations, area of IDE capacitors are kept
same to provide equal conditions. Capacitance of IDE structures to substrate was
not included. This will have an effect on sensitivity of capacitance.
Table 3: Fringing Capacitance Simulations Using COMSOL FEM Tool
Cap. for Cap. for Cap. for Relative Capacitance
εr,fs = 1 εr,fs = 2 εr,fs = 5 change per εfreespace
W: 2.5µm 1.186 pF 1.237 pF 1.393 pF 4.36%
G: 2.5µm
W: 2.5µm 461 fF 490 fF 573 fF 6.1%
G: 5µm
W: 5µm 897 fF 950 fF 1.109 pF 5.9%
G: 2.5µm
W: 5µm 353 fF 379 fF 456 fF 7.3%
G: 5µm
W: 5µm 204 fF 229 fF 305 fF 12.4%
G: 10µm
W: 10µm 294 fF 320 fF 400 fF 9%
G: 5µm
These simulations shows the effect of fringing capacitance on IDE capacitor. In
these simulations, effect of area capacitance was not included. Area of capacitor
structures are 300 µm x 350 µm and area capacitance for Top Metal 2 is given as
13 aF/µm2. Considering area capacitance of structures, 341 fF area capacitance
will be obtained for W (finger width) = G (gap between fingers) structures, 227
fF for 2W=G structures and 455 fF for W=2G structures. Considering this effect,
Table 3 can be improved to Table 4. From these results, two best geometry options
that can be used in IDE design are W:2.5µm-G:5µm and W:5µm-G:10µm. It seems
second option seems better to be used but disadvantage of this design is effect of
parallel plate capacitance. Thickness of binded structures will be in the 100s nm
range. Therefore lower gap is desired. It can be questioned if choosing W:5µm-
G:2.5µm will not be better option for parallel plate measurements. Answer to this
question will be negative because of fluidics effects. Fluid may not flow between
fingers in that small gap and this may prevent binding of proteins to sidewalls.
Additionally, W:5µm-G:10µm structure is more sensitive to environmental effects
because of having lower capacitance value. Unwanted changes may occur because
of small changes in environment. Due to these considerations, W:2.5µm-G:5µm
geometry was chosen for IDE capacitor designs.
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Table 4: Addition of Area Capacitance to Fringing Capacitance Simulations Using
COMSOL FEM Tool
Cap. for Cap. for Cap. for Relative Capacitance
εr,fs = 1 εr,fs = 2 εr,fs = 5 change per εfreespace
W: 2.5µm 1.527 pF 1.578 pF 1.734 pF 3.4%
G: 2.5µm
W: 2.5µm 688 fF 717 fF 800 fF 4.1%
G: 5µm
W: 5µm 1.352 pF 1.405 pF 1.564 pF 3.9%
G: 2.5µm
W: 5µm 694 fF 720 fF 797 fF 3.7%
G: 5µm
W: 5µm 431 fF 456 fF 532 fF 5.8%
G: 10µm
W: 10µm 749 fF 775 fF 855 fF 3.5%
G: 5µm
2.2.5 Simulations with Coventorware
Another simulation tool that is used for electromagnetic analysis is Coventor-
ware. Advantage of Coventorware over others is process compatibility. Initially,
design process is described and layers are formed. Then masks were designed to cre-
ate IDE structures on top-metal layer. With Coventorware, IHP’s standard back-end
process can be implemented and thinning or removing passivation layer process can
be implemented as well.
In addition to COMSOL simulations, simulations with Coventorware were done
with real geometries. IHP’s 0.25 µm process with 1P5M 2 Top Metal layers was
generated. Main advantage of these simulations is simulation with thinning passi-
Figure 25: Capacitor structure that is used for simulating capacitance change of
W:2.5µm-G:5µm structure using Coventorware FEM tool
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vation layer that enhances the simulation results. For these simulations, structure
in Figure 25 was designed. Thickness of passivation layer in IHP’s 0.25 µm process
is 1.9 µm, with post-process steps thickness was decreased to 1 µm.
For simulation using COMSOL, Air, BPSG, PDMS and SiO2 were used as ma-
terials of sample. Graph in Figure 26 indicates the change of capacitance with
changing the dielectric constant of sample.
Figure 26: Change ocapacitance of IDE capacitor with changing relative dielectric
constant of sample
2.2.6 Measurement Results of Interdigitated Electrode based Capaci-
tors
In addition to these, stand-alone capacitors that were fabricated using IHP Mi-
croelectronic’s standard CMOS process were measured. Fabricated capacitor struc-
tures are shown in Figure 27.
C =
1
Zim2pif
(4)
Two different capacitor structures were used for measurements. Measurements
were made using probe station, Impedance Analyzer and Network Analyzer shown
in Figure 28. Measurement results for capacitor structure in Figure 27(c) is given in
Figure 29. Response of capacitor changes with respect to concentration of sample
that was used. Methodology that was applied for these measurements is extracting
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 27: Fabricated IC integrated IDE Capacitors with different width and gap
values
capacitance from the imaginary part of impedance using the formula in Equation
4. As equation implies, capacitance is inversely proportional to frequency. Ca-
pacitance is not the unique parameter that affects the change in impedance but at
lower frequencies capacitance is the dominant parameter that affects the impedance.
Dominance of capacitance at lower frequencies explains the peak that is observed in
Figure 29.
Figure 28: Setup for IDE Capacitor Measurements
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Figure 29: Capacitance of IDE capacitor for Blank Chip and after Antigen binding
2.3 Capacitance to Voltage Converter for Single IDE Ca-
pacitor
Second block of system is CVC design that is used for converting the capacitance
change resulted from biosample on IDE capacitor. For designing CVC blocks IHP’s
0.25 µm SiGe BiCMOS process was used. After biosample is dropped on capacitor,
there will be capacitance change which should be quantified. There were three CVC
designs that are developed for this system. First of them is based on measuring the
capacitance change of single capacitor and commonly used CVC topology that is
indicated in Figure 30. Second design aims at measuring capacitances of three IDE-
capacitors because this system was decided to be improved for analyzing multiple
IDE capacitors. Furthermore, there should be a mechanism that can compensate the
shift in data that results from deposition of particles during measurement or cleaning
processes. Therefore third CVC design was implemented as varactor tunable CVC
to calibrate after deposition of particles.
CVC design in Figure 30 [45] has been chosen for this system. Advantage of this
design is differential measurement that will decrease the effect of parasitics. With
this development in topology, better sensitivity is aimed. Sub-fF capacitances can
be measured with high precision [47]. Signals that will be applied to CVC are given
in Figure 31. There are three operating states of this design. The states and the
applied signal levels can be listed as following:
State 1 (Vnmos:0 V, Vpmos:0 V): At this state NMOS transistors whose gates are
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Figure 30: Readout Circuit Schematic for Capacitance to Voltage Converter
controlled by Vnmos signal will be OFF and PMOS transistors that are controlled by
Vpmos are ON. Cv, Cs and Cint capacitors will be charged in this state.
State 2 (Vnmos:0 V, Vpmos:2.5 V): At this state NMOS transistors whose gates are
controlled by Vnmos signal will be OFF and PMOS transistors that are controlled by
Vpmos are OFF. The voltage levels on Cv, Cs and Cint will stay constant, the voltage
level that is obtained in State 1 will be kept.
State 3 (Vnmos:1.5 V, Vpmos:2.5 V): At this state NMOS transistors whose gates
are controlled by Vnmos signal will be ON and PMOS transistors that are controlled
by Vpmos are OFF. The Cv, Cs and Cint capacitors are discharged over NMOS tran-
sistors.
Obtained output signal is indicated in Figure 31. At state 1, output signal
increased to desired level instantaneously and during state 2 the signal level stays
same. At state 3, the signal level at the output decreases to low level. The voltage
that output level increases to is determine with the following equations:
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Figure 31: Applied pulses to transistors, operating states and corresponding ouput
signal
Iint = Is − Ir (5)
Vout = freq ∗ V DD − V GS
Cint
∗ (Cs − Cr) (6)
Sensitivity =
Vout
Cs − Cr = freq ∗
V DD − V GS
Cint
(7)
As shown in Equation 6 output voltage is a function of frequency and capacitors.
Sensitivity which can be defined as the ratio of output voltage to difference between
sensing and reference capacitors is proportional to operating frequency and inversely
proportional to integration capacitor. Therefore it is desired to have higher operating
frequency and lower integration capacitor [48].
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2.3.1 Design of Capacitance to Voltage Converter for Single IDE Ca-
pacitor
Main concerns for this CVC block are to decide on the transistors’ parameters
and dimensions of integrations capacitances. since this design is first CVC design,
high frequency is not an important parameter, most important criterion is linearity
of output response.
First of all the transistors’ width and length parameters will directly affect the
sensitivity and parasitic capacitance of the transistor. At off-state, capacitance
between source/drain and channel is proportional to width of transistor assuming
there is an overlap. To decrease the capacitance W should be taken as low.
COverlap = W ∗ LOverlap ∗ Cox (8)
On the other hand, to decrease the resistance of channel and decrease the RC
time constant that will be important while capacitor is discharged, transistor width
should be kept very large. Therefore there is trade-off between parasitic capacitance
and parasitic resistance. Additionally, to decrease the effect of parasitics, length of
switch-transistors are chosen as larger than smallest length process offers. Consid-
ering these advantages and disadvantages, transistor geometries were determined.
Figure 32: Schematic of common drain buffer amplifier with active load
One of the important parameters for biosensors is sensitivity. The sensitivity of
biosensor block can be controlled via integration capacitance. If this capacitor is kept
very high, sensitivity will be lower but dynamic range will be higher. Therefore there
is a trade-off between sensitivity and dynamic range assuming single integration
capacitor is utilized.
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Figure 33: Layout of Conventional CVC Design
Additionally, in this preliminary design, Source Follower with Active Load whose
schematic is given in Figure 32 was used as a buffer. Buffer was designed to drive
high load capacitances. In this design, high frequency is not main aim, desired
operation frequency is between 10 kHz and 100 kHz. This frequency range can be
obtained using Source Follower with Active Load buffer stage.
2.3.2 Simulation Results of Capacitance to Voltage Converter for Single
IDE Capacitor
Layout of the design including Source Follower Buffer stage is given in Figure 33
and total chip area is 0.22 mm2. For post-layout simulations signals in Figure 34
Figure 34: Applied Signals and Corresponding Post-Layout Output Signal for De-
signed CVC Block
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Figure 35: Post-Layout output signals of designed CVC for different sensign capac-
itor values
were applied and resulting output signal is also shown in the same figure.
For simulating capacitance change, built-in capacitor is connected parallel to
sensing capacitor. Built-in capacitor is changed from 50 fF to 2.5 pF and output
response given in Figure 35 is obtained. Main reason for this high range was to be
able measure different biosamples and high dynamic range is aimed.
Highly linear response has been obtained. As Figure 36 shows, output voltage
changes linearly with respect to capacitance change. This will be advantageous
for measurements. Otherwise extracting capacitance from output voltage will be
difficult.
Power Consumption of this preliminary CVC changes between 295 µW and 10.9
mW depending on the changes in sensing capacitance. This power consumption
may seem high but 2.5 pF capacitance change will be ideal change. This design was
developed for observing the capacitance change range.
There is an offset problem that is inevitable. Capacitor could not be fully dis-
charged over the switch transistor. Therefore there is a remaining voltage offset at
the output. This offset increases with decreasing the capacitance value of integration
capacitor. Therefore it is beneficial to keep integration capacitor as high as possi-
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Figure 36: Output linearity of CVC design for single IDE capacitor
ble. In this design high dynamic range was aimed therefore integration capacitor
was kept high therefore offset voltage was lower.
2.4 Capacitance to Voltage Converter for Three IDE Ca-
pacitors
2.4.1 Design of Capacitance to Voltage Converter for Three IDE Ca-
pacitors
In addition to commonly used CVC block, improved version was also designed.
The improvement was to extend CVC for multiple capacitors. Since the aim of this
project covers sensing multiple capacitors and controlling the active capacitor manu-
ally via gate voltages of switching transistors. Therefore there should be CVC design
that is capable of reading capacitor array. For this aim conventional CVC design
is modified to new CVC design whose schematic is given in Figure 37. According
to our researches, conventional CVC design has not been modified for multiple IDE
capacitors applications.
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Figure 37: Schematic of CVC with Three Sensing Capacitors
In this design, main differences from conventional design are three capacitors
that are labeled as CS1, CS2 and CS3, instead of one sensing capacitor. For deciding
which capacitor will be active, select signals will be applied to gates of M6, M7
and M8 transistors. Just one of these three capacitors should be active at a time.
In this design, it is not guaranteed to have at most one active capacitor but this
improvement can be applied with a simple demultiplexer circuit in further designs.
Furthermore, M5 transistor was added to conventional design. Main reason for
addition of this transistor is to maintain the match between reference and sensing
branches. Otherwise there will be mismatch between two branches that will affect
the output in a negative way. Additionally, M5’s gate is connected to VDD since
that line should be open always while just one of the sensing capacitors is active.
2.4.2 Simulation Results of Capacitance to Voltage Converter for Three
IDE Capacitors
The layout and microphotography of CVC for Three IDE Capacitors are given in
Figure 38. Chip area is 0.47 mm2 excluding pads and total area is 0.58 mm2. Switch-
ing between sensing capacitors will be important issue for both switching from high
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(a)
(b)
Figure 38: a) Layout b) Microphotography of CVC Design with Three Sensing
Capacitors
capacitance to low capacitance and low capacitance to high capacitance. Dimen-
sions of M2, M3 and M4 play important role for switching. Capacitor discharging
Figure 39: Post-Layout Simulation Result of Switching Capacitors that have differ-
ent capacitance values
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Figure 40: Simulation results of three capacitor design for different capacitor values
to show the linear response of output voltage corresponding to sensing capacitor
should take quite short time for faster switching. In terms of working principle and
advantage, most important aspect is ability to measure three capacitors at the same
time. As post-layout simulation result in Figure 39 indicates, switching between
capacitors was done without any delay or error as expected.
Output voltage of a three capacitor design is given Figure 40. As it can be clearly
observed, output voltage values are almost same for both single and three capacitor
designs. Another simulation result in Figure 40 shows the linearity of output signal
with respect to change in sensing capacitor. More than 99% percent linearity is
obtained from this design.
Power consumption of this design is lower than 845 µW for all sensing capacitance
values. This power consumption value is good when compared to other researches.
Post-layout simulation result given in Figure 41 shows the sensitivity of the device
as 0.415 mV/ fF. Assuming minimum measurable signal level is 10 mV because of
noise level of measurement setup, minimum detectable capacitance will be 24 fF.
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Figure 41: Post-Layout simulation results of sensitivity of CVC for three IDE ca-
pacitors
2.5 Varactor Tunable Capacitance to Voltage Converter
2.5.1 Design of Varactor Tunable Capacitance to Voltage Converter
In previous designs, single and three-capacitor CVC designs, there were some
problems that have been encountered during measurements. To solve these prob-
lems, new design has been implemented. Moreover, compensating drift in sensing
capacitor via varactor tuning is proposed as new idea to conventional CVC design.
First problem is related to paths that are drawn using Top Metal 2 metal layer
of IHP SiGe BiCMOS process (TM2). Resistance and capacitance of TM2 metal
layer is lower compared to other layers, therefore TM2 was used for long paths. It is
obligatory to use long paths because IDE capacitor has large area whereas IC chip
has smaller area. In terms of parasitic performance, these designs may work well but
there was bonding problem that we have encountered. Since passivation layers on
chip was removed for better sensitivity, TM2 layer is almost open. While bonding
chip to PCB, short circuits occurred that affected measurements in a disastrous way.
To solve this problem, in Varactor Tunable CVC design, long paths are drawn using
Top Metal 1 (TM1) or Metal 3 (M3) layers to prevent possible short circuits during
bonding. This may cause also problems during measurements as well, since metal
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Figure 42: Schematic of Varactor Tunable CVC
layers are open, droplet of biosample may affect the behavior of chip.
Second problem is related to buffer stage. Source Follower stage could not drive
high load capacitances at high frequencies. Therefore this buffer stage is replaced
with Two-Stage Buffer OpAmp. Buffer Amplifier consists of two stages; first stage
is differential amplifier stage and second stage is common source amplifier stage.
Additionally series RC has been added between outputs of two stages to improve
the frequency behavior of the design. With this improvement, high capacitive loads
can be driven.
Third problem is related to life-time of biosensor. After biochemical processes,
there may be deposited particles that cause shift in capacitance values. This problem
will result in uncertainty in data extraction from capacitance change. In this design,
reference capacitor is formed by varactor instead of built-in capacitor. Varactor’s
capacitance will be tunable by external voltage. Resulting schematic is indicated
in Figure 42. Total area of CVC including buffer stage and excluding pads is 0.18
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(a) (b)
Figure 43: a) Layout b) Microphotography of Varactor Tuning CVC Design
mm2, total chip are is 0.4 mm2. Layout and microphotography of the Varactor
Tunable design are given in Figure 43.
One of the important concern for this design is change of voltage level at drain of
M1 transistor. Simulation results show that, potential at this node does not change
too much. There will be square-like signal at that node; at low level capacitors will
be discharged whereas at high level, capacitors will be charged and stay at constant
value. Therefore change of voltage at drain of M1 will not have effect on capacitance
of varactor.
2.5.2 Simulation Results of Varactor Tunable Capacitance to Voltage
Converter
Two stage OpAmp is used in this design for Buffer stage. Main aim of using buffer
stage is to load high capacitances for measurements. Because oscilloscope probe will
have its own capacitance that is 15 pF unless active probe is used. Desired operation
frequency is 10 MHz therefore OpAmp should operate at 10 MHz with high Phase
Margin. Designed Buffer OpAmp has 80◦ which will prevent oscillation of amplifier.
Even though gain seems low, this will not create big problems. Therefore this design
will be enough to drive 15 pF oscilloscope probe.
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Figure 44: Linearity of Response Varactor Tunable CVC Design to Capacitance
Change
As mentioned in Chapter 2.3.2, there is an offset voltage at the output. In
this design high sensitivity is aimed. Instead 2.5 pF capacitance change range,
450 fF dynamic range is aimed. Hence, integration capacitor is kept low. This
results in higher offset voltage. Figure 44 shows the post-layout simulation results
of linear response of this varactor tunable CVC design. In addition to these results,
total power consumption of Varactor Tunable CVC block including buffer changes
between 441 µW and 1.037 mW depending on the capacitance of sensing capacitor.
Even though change in output signal seems linear with respect to sensing ca-
pacitance change, effect of varactor should be simulated. For this aim, calibration
mechanism should be simulated. Assuming that, initially output voltage level is
at VX , sensing capacitance is CX and varactor capacitance is CV X . After some
continuous measurements, drift in sensing capacitance may occur and capacitance
changes to CY . This drift results in shift in output voltage level to VY . Using the
tuning voltage of varactor, output voltage level can be tuned from VY to VX again
by changing varactor capacitance to CV Y . During this tuning process, important
question that should be asked is that if change in sensing capacitance (CY -CX) is
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Figure 45: Change of output voltage for differenent reference capacitance values
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equal to tuning in varactor capacitance (CV Y -CV X). This question can be asked in
another way, if output voltage level is same for a constant CS-CREF and different
CREF values. For verifying the compensation of drift in capacitance, post-layout
simulation result in Figure 45 is obtained. As this graph shows, for different refer-
ence capacitances almost same linear lines are observed. This proves that varactor
tunable CVC design can be used for compensation of drift in IDE capacitor.
2.5.3 Simulation Results of Two-Stage Operational Amplifier for Buffer
Stage
Following the Capacitance to Voltage Converter stage, Two-Stage Operational
Amplifier with zero compensation was used for driving 15 pF load that is the oscil-
lope’s probe capacitance. Without this buffer stage, the output signal of Capacitance-
to-Voltage Converter wouldl be distorted because of high load capacitance. Advan-
tage of Buffer stage results from its low output impedance. Buffer can be imple-
mented with Common Drain topology or more complex topologies can be imple-
mented.
Figure 46: Schematic of buffer-connected Op-Amp with Ideal Op-Amp
Common Drain amplifier, that are also known as Source Follower, can be used
as voltage buffer because the source voltage follows the voltage applied to gate of
transistor. Source Follower amplifier has advantages such as simplicity and high
operating bandwidth. Additionally output impedance is low that enables driving
high load capacitances [49]. Despite of these advantages, complex configurations
are preferred for buffer design. Main reason for this choice is linearity concern.
Because of the non-ideal behaviors such as channel-length modulation, body effects,
frequency dependent distortions etc. source follower stages are not used for high
precision and high frequency applications [50]. In Source Follower design with active
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Figure 47: Schematic of Two Stage Operational Amplifier Design
load, source and bulk of M1 transistor will not be connected to same node. This
results in body-effect which causes change of threshold voltage of the transistor.
As an alternative to Source Follower, two stage operational amplifier buffer cir-
cuit is commonly utilized. Schematic of buffer-connected Op-Amp with ideal ampli-
fier is indicated in Figure 46, inverting input of Op-Amp is connected to output and
signal is applied from non-inverting input. Ideal Op-Amp is replaced with Op-Amp
in Figure 47. First stage is differential stage that decrease the effect of parasitics
whereas second stage is common source stage to obtain high gain at the output. To
decrease the oscillations of Op-Amp, series RC feedback is applied between output
of first stage and second stage.
The Operational Amplifier that is implemented in buffer design is indicated in
Figure 47. Voltage gain of Standard Two Stage Operational Amplifier is given in
the following equation.
Av = (−gm1 ∗ (r04//r02) ∗ (−gm7 ∗ (r06//r07)) (9)
In addition to standard two stage Op-Amp, improvements are applied for ob-
taining better phase margin performance. Phase Margin (PM) of Op-Amp can be
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Figure 48: Simulation results of proposed Two-Stage Op-Amp for Buffer Stage
calculated using the formula in Equation 10.
PhaseMargin = 180− φP1 − φP2 − φZ
= 90− tan−1( ft
fP2
)− tan−1( ft
fZ
)
(10)
To increase the PM of Op-Amp, output of 2nd stage and 1st stage are connected
via series resistor and capacitor. This feedback mechanism helps to move fP2 and fZ
to higher frequencies. It is expected to have fP2 10 times greater than ft whereas fZ
will be moved to infinity with a choice of RZ impedance. After these improvements,
it is expected to have PM around 60 which will be enough to prevent oscillation.
Simulation result of designed Op-Amp is given in Figure 48. Phase Margin of
proposed Operational Amplifier is in safe margin and gain is higher than 1 at aimed
frequency range.
Post-layout simulation result given in Figure 49 shows the sensitivity of the
Varactor Tunable CVC with Buffer Amplifier as 4.5 mV/ fF. Assuming minimum
measurable signal level is 10 mV because of noise level of measurement setup, min-
imum detectable capacitance will be 2.22 fF. As comparison of these works with
works from literature shows, our works have smaller area compared to other pro-
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Figure 49: Post-Layout simulation results of sensitivity of Varactor Tunable CVC
cesses. Additionally, our works have higher output voltage swing range even though
break down voltage of our process is lower than other processes.
Table 5: Comparison of Biosensor Works
Process Area (mm2) Sensitivity Dynamic Range
[31] 0.35 µm 4 80 mV / pF 10 pF
[32] 0.5 µm 8.75 325 mV / fF 4.8 fF
[51] 0.35 µm - 1 mV / fF 800 fF
[52] 0.35 µm 2 0.2 mV / fF 4 pF
CVC for 3 IDE 0.25 µm 0.58 0.415 mV / fF 2.5 pF
Var. Tunable CVC 0.25 µm 0.4 4.5 mV / fF 450 fF
2.6 Low-Pass Filter
CVC block will generate square like signal and it should be converted to DC
signal. This conversion can be done via RC Low-Pass Filter in Figure 50 that has
very high RC time constant. Since time constant should be very large, this block
requires large area if it is intended to be designed on-chip. Therefore this block will
be designed off-chip.
Generated square-like signal oscillates between two signal levels. Square signal
will have AC and DC components. Since purpose of using Low Pass Filter (LPF)
in this system is obtaning DC signal, AC signals will be subtracted from square-
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Figure 50: Schematic of RC Low-Pass Filter
like signal. Furthermore, pulse width should be kept as high as possible to obtain
higher DC level. To verify this, two LPF structures are simulated with same LPF
structures (same resistor and same capacitor). Input signals oscillate between 0V
and 2V. Except from pulse width of input signals, parameters are kept same for two
designs. As graph in Figure 51 shows, signal with higher width has higher voltage
value. This result can be predicted by taking pulse width 0% and 100% of period.
Output signal will be 0V if pulse width of input signal is 0%. On the other hand,
output signal level will be 2V if pulse width of input signal is 100%. Hence, pulse
width is chosen 80% for this design.
Another concern for LPF is RC time constant decision. Decreasing time constant
too much will improve the flatness of output signal. Drawback of low RC time
constant is increase in transition time that will result in loss of data. Therefore there
is a trade-off between flatness of output signal and transition time. For simulations,
resistor and capacitor are chosen as 5 MΩ and 20 pF respectively. Post-layout
Figure 51: Effect of pulse-width of input signal on DC level of output signal
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Figure 52: Post-Layout simulation result obtained from CVC and LPF blocks with
R=10 MΩ and C=20 pF
simulation result of connecting LPF and CVC design is given in Figure 52.This
graph shows that less than 1% fluctuation occurs at the output signal.
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3 Transmitter Design Blocks and Measurement
Results
In this project transmitter block is used for converting the obtained voltage to
corresponding frequency by LC-tank VCO block. Second block will be utilized for
amplifying the generated signal to higher power levels. In this work, transmitter
wass designed to operate at frequency band (2.29-2.72 GHz) that covers ISM fre-
quency band [53]. ISM frequency band is a free-band that is dedicated to industrial,
scientific and medical applications. As system working principle indicated, main
purpose of transmitter block is transmitting signal that is obtained via IDE capac-
itors and readout circuit. These data will be received by host device and further
analysis might be done on host device such as PC. Due to operation wide frequency
band and possible interference from environment, it is assumed that operation will
be carried in a room that environmental interference at operating frequency is neg-
ligible. Therefore transmitting signal by proposed system and recognizing signal
by stationary device will be manageable. Aiming at hand-held device with high
linearity directed us to choose Linear LC-tank VCO design and Class-E PA for
transmitter topology. Although transmitter blocks are designed by my colleagues, I
have involved in design process, analysis and measurements of these blocks.
(a) (b)
Figure 53: a) Schematic b) Microphotography of Linear VCO design
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3.1 Voltage Controlled Oscillator Design and Measurement
Results
A wide-frequency band including ISM band LC-tank VCO with linear frequency
tuning chracteristic is implemented in 0.25 µm IHP SiGe BiCMOS process technol-
ogy. Figure 53 shows the layout and microphotograhy of the designed VCO with
labeled pins. Area of VCO chip is 0.5 mm2 excluding pads and total area is 0.7
mm2.
Figure 54: Proposed varactor topology for Linear VCO design
For obtaining linear response, new varactor tank topology is proposed. The
schematic of proposed varactor tank is given in Figure 54. Basically, as Figure 55
indicates, varactors has different capacitances depending on bias voltages. Com-
bination of multiple varactors may result in varactor bank that can enable linear
frequency shift with respect to tuning voltage of varactor bank.
(a) (b)
Figure 55: a) Capacitance change of single varactor with tunning voltage for different
bias voltages b) Capacitance change of proposed varactor tank with tunning voltage
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Figure 56: Oscillation frequency and gain of designed VCO
Single-ended measurements were performed for one of the differential outputs
with the 50 Ω probes. Agilent’s E4407B Spectrum Analyzer was used to measure
both output frequency-power and phase noise performance of the VCO. Oscillation
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 57: Measured (a) minimum oscillation frequency, (b) maximum oscillation
frequency, and (c) phase noise of the proposed VCO
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frequency and VCO gain of designed Linear VCO are shown in Figure 56. As
results show, frequency change is almost linear with tuning voltage. VCO can be
tuned between 2.29 GHz and 2.72 GHz. This frequency range corresponds to 16.7%
of center frequency. Core of the VCO consumes 1.7 mA and buffers consume 4.8
mA from 1.8V supply. Power Consumption of VCO is 3.06 mW without buffer
stage and 11.7 mW including buffer stage. As results indicate, most of the power
is consumed by buffer stage that is implemented for measurements. In integrated
platform, buffer stage will not be used, therefore lower power consumption will
be aciheved. Additionally, output power varies between -9.4 dBm and -8.5 dBm.
Measured Phase Noise changes from -112 dBc/Hz to -114.3 dBc/Hz.
High and low frequency spectrum are given in Figure 57(a) and 57(b). Also
phase noise graphic from spectrum analyzer is also provided in Figure 57(c)
3.2 Power Amplifier Design and Measurement Results
Compared to other PA classes, Class-E PA has higher efficiency. Hence Class-E
Power Amplifier was designed and fabricated using IHP 0.25 µm SiGe BiCMOS
technology. Total chip area including pads in 0.75 mm2. Aimed frequency band
is ISM band with a center frequency at 2.45 GHz. Main concern of this power
amplifier is high efficiency and low power consumption therefore linearity and 1-dB
compression points are not primary concerns. According to post-layout simulation
results, 1-dB compression point is 7.5 mW. Layout and microphotography of design
(a) (b)
Figure 58: a) Schematic b) Microphotography of Class-E Power Amplifier design
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Figure 59: S-Parameter Measurement Results of Input and Output Matching of
Class-E Power Amplifier
Class-E Power Amplifier is shown in Figure 58.
During measurements, both input and output terminals are connected to 50 Ω
probes and network analyzer is used for analyzing Class-E PA. According to S-
parameter analysis data given in Figure 59, at aimed frequency range S11 is below
10dB. That indicates that input matched well. Also S22 is around -4dB which will
be enough for satisfying operation. Therefore it can be concluded that matching of
the PA was done successfully.
Figure 60: Post-Layout simulation results of Efficiency and Output Power graph of
Class-E Power Amplifier
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Even though it is stated that Class-E PA can have 100% PAE, efficiency of
Class-E PA will be lower than 70% for operating frequencies larger than 2 GHz [54].
Main reason for decrease in this efficiency value is switching time. If there was an
instantaneous switching, current and voltage graphs would not overlap. Therefore,
efficiency would be 100% instead of lower vallues. However, switching will take time
for higher frequencies and this results in overlap in current and voltage. As a result
of this overlap, power loss will occur during switching and decreased PAE will be
observed. As Figure 60 shows, max. achieved efficiency is 41%. Also maximum gain
is 12 dB as results are shown in Figure 60.
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4 Conclusion & Future Work
4.1 Summary of Work
Improvements in microtechnology and nano technology resulted in increased at-
tention of researchers on biosensor designs. Since biosamples are mostly in micro or
nano scales, miniaturized sensor development may increase the sensitivity of sensor
platform.
Proposed biosensor platform aims at transmitting biological data to host device
at ISM-band. System consists of transducer & Readout Blocks and Transmitter
Block. IDE capacitor surface will be activated using bio-receptors and biomarkers
will bind to activated surface. Due to this binding process, sensible capacitance
change will occur. Capacitance change will be converted to voltage signal with
Capacitance to Voltage Converter (CVC) and obtained signal will be converted to
DC voltage signal via RC Low-Pass Filter. DC voltage that differs depending on
the sample concentration will be applied to varactor of Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(VCO) that operates at ISM band. Signal that is generated by VCO will be amplified
by Class-E Power Amplifier (PA) to increase the power level of transmitted signal. I
have taken main responsibility in IDE Capacitor optimization and simulations and
CVC block design and simulations. Additionally I partially involved in Linear LC-
Tank VCO and Class-E PA designs. In all integrated designs, IHP’s 0.25µm Silicon
Germanium (SiGe) BiCMOS technology was utilized because of frequency advantage
of SiGe technology and IHP’s opportunity for post-process. Design of transducing,
readout and transmitting blocks are done. Also measurements of IDE-capacitors,
VCO and PA are completed.
IDE capacitors are simulated using three different FEM tools, COMSOl, ADS
Momentum and Coventorware. Each tool has different advantage therefore three of
these tools are used and geometry of IDE capacitor is optimized. In the light of
simulation results, gap between fingers is chosen as 2.5 µm and finger thickness is
5µm. Dimensions of optimized capacitor for IC integrated transducing is 300 µm x
370 µm.
Second block is CVC design that will convert capacitance change into voltage
change. Three CVC circuits are designed for different purposes and highly linear
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response to capacitance change is obtained in three designs. Initially conventional
CVC circuit is designed for measuring single IDE on-chip capacitor. Working fre-
quency of this design is between 10 kHz and 100 kHz. Also CVC design for mea-
suring three IDE capacitors is designed and fabricated in the same tape-out. One
capacitance is active for each measurement and switching between capacitors is suc-
cessful as post-layout simulations indicate. Operating frequency of this design is
same as first design. In these designs output signal is buffered with Source Fol-
lower stage.Dynamiz range of this design is 2.5 pF. Obtained sensitivity is 0.415 mV
/ fF and resolution is 24 fF assuming minimum detectable voltage signal is 10mV.
Third design is varactor tunable CVC design in which reference capacitor is replaced
with varactor for compensating capacitance offset after biochemical processes. For
buffer block, buffer connected two stage OpAmp is used and operating frequency
is improved to 10 MHz for varactor tuning CVC design. Total power consumption
of Varactor Tunable CVC design including buffer stage changes between 441 µW
and 1.037 mW depending on the capacitance of sensing capacitor. Varactor tunable
CVC design has dynamic range, sensitivity and resolution as 450 fF, 4.5 mV / fF
and 2.22 fF respectively.
Lastly, for transmitter block, linear VCO and Class-E PA are designed by my
colleagues. For this application Linear VCO is designed and linear correlation be-
tween varactor tuning voltage and output frequency is obtained. For increasing the
linearity of conventional LC-tank VCO, varactor bank is used in LC tank. Accord-
ing to measurement results output power is higher than -9.5 dBm for all frequency
range, phase noise is lower than -112 dBc/Hz and frequency can be tuned between
2.29 GHz and 2.72 GHz. Class-E PA is chosen because of hig-efficiency specification.
Measured output power of PA is larger that 9 dBm for operating frequency band.
Measured Power Added Efficiency (PAE) is between 25% and 20%.
4.2 Future Works
Blocks have been built separately, they should be integrated to form a single
platform with completing digital signal processing block. Initially VCO and PA
blocks will be integrated to observe response of this transmitter block. In addition
to that ADC specifications will be determined and ADC will be designed. Then
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on-board signal processing unit will be completed. Later readout block, on-board
signal processing unit and transmitter unit will be put on same board to form a
hand-held device for Lab-on-Chip applications.
Microfluidics on IC chip are required for user-friendly interface and easier mea-
surement. Also microfluidics will improve the life-time of biosensor since wirebonds
will not be harmed by biochemical steps. In BioVCO design, bonds were prevented
with non-conductive epoxy but this was not a permanent solution. Microfluidics
designs are performed by our research group for stand-alone capacitors but these
are not miniaturized for IC applications yet. For IC integrated microfluidics we
researched and some of them are applicable to our system. First applicable mi-
crofluidics example is direct-write microfludics for LoC applications. Ink that is
used as sacrifical layer is deposited on chip via micro-nozzle. Then non-conductive
epoxy will be deposited on chip. After completing these fabrication steps, ink will
be removed and channel will be formed on IC chip [55]. Second instance is based on
depositing negative photoresist on IC chip that is glued to wider material such as
wafer. This photoresist will be masked and channel will be formed using lithography
steps. After forming channel, PDMS layer will be used to close the channel [56].
One of these microfluidics examples can be applied proposed LoC platform.
After integration and microfluidics are done, system will be packed as an hand-
held device with buttons that enable users’ control over system.
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